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OVERVIEW 

The Intercompany integration solution for SAP Business One automatically creates a reciprocal 
intercompany transaction in the SAP Business One instance of another business unit. The application does 
so in a standardized and transparent manner.  
 
The ability to automatically create a reciprocal transaction in the other application eliminates manual data 
entry, improves employee productivity, and reduces the potential for errors from re-entering data. 
The centralized payment feature of intercompany solution allows delegation of vendor invoices for payment 
by another branch company. This means that payments to vendors can be executed centrally. The solution 
automatically creates appropriate postings to the intercompany accounts as defined in the branch account 
setup. 
 
The Head office can process invoices from multiple subsidiaries and generates a consolidated payment to a 
given vendor. Since the payment processing is centralized, a better control can be exercised for payments 
thereby increasing cash-flow management.  
The head office can also delegate the vendor invoices to subsidiary to make payment on their behalf. 
Example: A subsidiary company (ACME-TX) delegates a vendor invoice to the head office company (ACME-
NY) for payment to a vendor. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1 Delegation of payment line to Head Office ACME-NY from subsidiary ACME-TX 
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Figure 2 Incoming delegation journal entry created in Head Office ACME-NY 

 

 
Figure 3 User post the outgoing payment against the delegation line in Head Office ACME-NY 

 

 
Figure 4 Subsidiary ACME-TX notified with payment details 
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BUSINESS BENEFITS 

When you centralize payments you: 
 

 Better control on vendor payments and effective reconciliation  

 Minimize errors in transaction entry across the organization 

 Easy and intuitive management of cross subsidiary financial information  

 Reduction in processing costs, such as administration and transaction costs by generating consolidated 

payments for invoices across multiple subsidiaries 
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or for any purpose without the express permission of SAP SE or an SAP 
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These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for 
informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, 
and SAP SE or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or 
omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP SE or 
SAP affiliate company products and services are those that are set forth in 
the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services, 
if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional 
warranty.  
In particular, SAP SE or its affiliated companies have no obligation to pursue 
any course of business outlined in this document or any related presentation, 
or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein. This document, 
or any related presentation, and SAP SE’s or its affiliated companies’ 
strategy and possible future developments, products, and/or platform 
directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by 
SAP SE or its affiliated companies at any time for any reason without notice. 
The information in this document is not a commitment, promise, or legal 
obligation to deliver any material, code, or functionality. All forward-looking 
statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause 
actual results to differ materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned 
not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which 
speak only as of their dates, and they should not be relied upon in making 
purchasing decisions. 
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